Case study

Vente-privee.com has placed its trust in
Bodet Software to secure its premises
Vente-privee.com, a sales events website, reported a turnover of 1.073 billion euros with a staff
of 1,800 employees.

“We chose Kelio Security because its technology and
features were one step ahead”
Choosing a centralised web solution
Vente-privee.com is an online shopping
destination that organises 4,350 sales events a
year for its 16 million members in Europe (France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Great Britain, the
Netherlands, Austria and Belgium) and the United
States (in partnership with American Express).
Since 2011, vente-privee.com has also diversified
its web agency and advertising agency activities
with Digital Factory.
Vente-privee.com has grown
rapidly since it was founded in
2001. It currently has a
turnover of 1 billion euros and
employs 1,800 people.
In 2008, vente-privee.com
launched a bid for tenders to
secure access to its head office
in La Plaine Saint-Denis (Paris
region).

centralised access control solution and a web
interface in order to allow several people to use
the solution simultaneously from their own
desktop”, explains Nicolas Pellegrin, IT Security
Manager.
After studying the various tenders, venteprivee.com chose Bodet Software and its Kelio
Security solution to secure its buildings.

In brief
Context
Activity:

Online shopping

Staff:

1,800 employees

Solution:

Kelio Security

Advantages
• Building access security system
• Ensures compliance with CNIL (French
data protection authority) requirements
• One badge for several uses

“Our six warehouses were already equipped with
standalone access management solutions. But we
needed to secure our head office by installing a
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“We chose Kelio Security because its technology
(Web interface) and features were one step
ahead. Bodet Software also had the stronger hand
for the following reasons:
 the relevance of the solution proposed,
 its value for money,
 and its highly motivated sales teams which
was permanently available to answer our presales questions. ”

Some fifty profiles were set-up to define
schedules and authorised access areas. For
example, only motorcyclists have access to the
motorcycle parking space and only the IT
department can access the clean room.

Ensuring compliance with CNIL (French
data
protection
authority)
requirements

A scalable project

This access control project also aimed to ensure
compliance with CNIL (French data protection
authority) requirements regarding the security of
personal data.
In
fact,
with
16
million
members,
vente-privee.com collects a variety of personal
data and must take the necessary measures to
protect this data both physically (security of
premises) and logically (IT systems security).
“We are regularly controlled by CNIL. Thanks to
the Kelio Security access control system, we can
give all the necessary security guarantees
regarding the physical security of our data. ”
In order to know exactly who is physically present
on the premises, security turnstiles have been
installed.
And to make life easier for employees, the access
control badge customised with their photo can
also be used in the canteen, at drinks machines, or
even to pay in the internal stock clearance store.
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“We were extremely satisfied with the installation:
all of the projects were completed on time
despite our last minute changes. ”

The implementation of Kelio Security was also
warmly welcomed by security staff who felt
better supported in their task of securing the
building and are, as a result, more closely
involved.
“Since the first installation in 2009, we have added
new projects every year. After equipping the
campus and studio
with Bodet Software
solutions by replacing
the old digital entry
systems, we are going
to gradually deploy
Kelio Security in our
warehouses in 2012”, concludes Nicolas Pellegrin.
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ABOUT BODET SOFTWARE
Bodet Software develops and integrates IT solutions in three fields:
- Time and attendance management solutions and human
resources optimisation (Kelio software suite)
- Building security and access control solutions
- Monitoring and production management solutions (Osys
software suite)

